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ABSTRACT 
 
 Throughout a product's lifecycle, multiple stakeholders interact with each other to 
generate large amounts of disparate information about it. All of modern product development, 
particularly, in Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs), involves integrating such 
information that exists in a number of databases into a cohesive decision support solution, for 
various activities, such as Resource Management and Prototype Management. This integration is 
typically handled in the current environment using ad-hoc and manual combinations of data to 
address specific queries. This approach is error-prone, time consuming and limiting because 
every new analysis requires the definition of a specific combination of data. In this paper, as first 
step towards the ideal dynamic system for information integration and retrieval, we present a 
novel framework called CachingDB that consists of a centered database built of optimized data 
tables and index structures from the underlying product databases. We exemplify the multiple 
challenges, such as disparity of data types (structured, unstructured, and geometric) within and 
across the databases, redundancy of information, huge data set, rapid changes to the underlying 
data, and a wide variety of complex queries. We demonstrate the issues by and conclude with 
results of application to structured data (non-shape) stored in different databases for Prototype 
Management, i.e., managing components, costs, and schedules in building Vehicle Prototypes. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Research Background 
 Product Lifecycle Management (PLM), particularly, in Original Equipment 
Manufacturers (OEMs), involves integrating information across different phases, such as product 
design, simulation, manufacturing, prototyping, sales, and maintenance, of product development. 
Such information exists in a number of databases. The attempt is to provide a cohesive decision 
support solution, for various business intelligence activities, such as Resource Management and 
Prototype Management. This integration is typically handled using ad-hoc and manual 
combinations of data to address specific queries. This approach is error-prone, time consuming 
and limiting because every new analysis requires the definition of a specific combination of data. 
There is a need for a dynamic system for information integration and retrieval that will answer 
business intelligence queries in “real-time.”  This thesis presents an approach to address this 
need. 
1.2 Challenges for Building Efficient Information Integration and Retrieval System  
 Building efficient integrated information retrieval systems for manufacturing companies 
is not simple. Briefly speaking, the challenges (See Figure 1) forbidding efficient information 
access across different information resources are in two aspects: data complexity and query 
complexity.  
 Under the data complexity aspect, there are four challenges categories:  
1. Enable data communication: Distributed databases on multiple sites will require the 
ability to communicate data if users want to conduct queries require data from different 
data sources. This might be challenging due to slow network bandwidths due to the 
typically very large data bases used by OEMs. 
2. Ensure data interoperability: Data disparity is created due to: different data formats, 
e.g., multimedia data, text data and hypertext data; different data semantics, e.g., “cost” 
in manufacturing phase means the net cost of the product parts but the “cost” in sales 
department is considered as the total cost of the product with all the associated charges; 
different data types, e.g., structured data, unstructured data and geographic data. Such 
disparity severely hinders effective interoperability across the diverse information 
sources.  
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3. Maintain data consistency: Data redundancy (i.e. same data item may repeat in different 
databases and might be counted more than once in some computational situations) and 
data desynchrony (i.e. some databases may update overnight and the other may update 
once a week) may yield data inconsistency and incorrect information retrieval results;  
Furthermore, special data characteristics in particular industries (e.g., data in many 
manufacturing industries is very large, and some of the data contains important domain 
knowledge) might further forbidden efficient access to the desired information.  
 On the query complexity aspect, challenges for efficient information integration further 
reside in:  
1. Reduce time-consuming operations: As the queries made on integrated information 
retrieval systems are Decision Support System (DSS) queries, which means they may 
contains many aggregation, computation, sorting and join operations [1], and those 
operations normally require more time in the query processing stage and will drastically 
adding the total query execution time. 
2. Increase user-friendliness: When the queries are complex, it is usually difficult to 
express it with standard and structured query language, such as SQL. This situation is 
particularly true for decision makers in a company, because it is not reasonable to assume 
those decision maker have enough SQL skills to express the queries they want ask. 
 
Figure 1 the challenges for building efficient information integration and retrieval system 
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1.3 Shortcomings of Existing Methods 
 Several methods have been brought forward to solve the issue of “helping companies 
integrate and retrieve information from different databases,” and some of them have been 
successfully commercialized and applied in many companies. For example, the idea of “data 
warehouse” has been adopted by Oracle [2] and IBM [3]. Meanwhile, other information 
integration mechanisms are attracting researchers to discover more efficient information 
integration systems, such as “virtual integration of multiple databases” [4], schema integration 
[5], global information retrieval system [6] and so forth. A comprehensive study of some of the 
methods will be provided in CHAPTER 3.  
 Although those methods have been provided to support database integration for 
answering DSS queries, manufacturing companies in specific industries still find their problems 
unsolved. The methods mentioned above are designed to answer the DSS queries in general 
cases but for particular manufacturing companies, they need the answers of a series of specific 
queries related to product information very frequently, and the general methods may not meet the 
specific users’ needs well enough. For example, some manufacturing companies have products 
with large amount of parts, and the databases containing the information of the parts will be 
extremely huge. Meanwhile, the DSS queries asked from the users in these companies might be 
comparatively fixed and may contain some detailed domain knowledge and special computation 
requirements.  In these cases, the information integration methods designed for general industries 
may not provide good performance. They may not able to support the specific fixed queries 
related to product information from particular companies well, and has a lot more useless 
additional features that are not applicable for the companies. On the other hand, some of the 
widely accepted methods such as data warehouses will need very long time and large spaces to 
create and prepare data structures (such as data cubes) to support future queries, and others may 
need longer query analysis time, or other resources to answer those specific queries. But for 
industries with large data sets, it might be intolerable to spend the huge amount of time and 
space. 
 Thus, there are always needs for manufacturing companies find a system good enough 
and suitable for them to integrate data correctly and answer specific queries rapidly and 
efficiently.  
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 In this thesis, a novel system framework called CachingDB will be introduced to tackle 
the efficient information integration and retrieval challenges for DSS queries.  
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CHAPTER 2: PROBLEM DEFINITION 
2.1 Challenges Handled in CachingDB System 
 As Figure 1 in CHAPTER 1 shows, there are many challenges to be tackled in order to 
design a high-efficient product information query system for DSS queries on multiple underlying 
databases. Among those challenges, the introduced system in this paper will focus on solve 
“enable data communication” and “handle industry-related data characteristics” under “data 
complexity” aspect, and “reduce time-consuming operations” and “increase user friendliness” 
under “query complexity” aspect. To simplify the problem solved by this paper and test the 
performance of the system more easily. Here the challenges “keep data interoperability” and 
“maintain data consistency” are not involved. The shaded blocks in Figure 2 illustrate the 
challenges solved by Caching DB system. 
 
Figure 2 the challenges handled by CachingDB system   
 Further consider the shortcomings of existing information integration methods showed in 
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answering their frequently asked queries time efficiently and space efficiently, rather than aiming 
at solving the information integration problem for the general queries and industries. 
 After the focus of the system has been set on manufacturing industries with huge data 
sets, then the challenges handled by the CachingDB system could be finally stated as: “enable 
data communication”, “handle large data sets in manufacturing industries” under “data 
complexity” aspect, and “reduce time-consuming operations” and “increase user friendliness” 
under “query complexity” aspect, as the Figure 3 shows. 
 
Figure 3 the specific challenges handled by CachingDB system 
2.2 Problem Statement 
 Regarding the specific challenges handled by CachingDB system introduced in section 
2.1 , the problem definition of the paper could be stated as: 
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2.3 Assumptions 
 Because the CachingDB system will not handle the challenges of data interoperability 
and data consistency, here three assumptions should be stated: 
 Assumption 1: all the databases involved in CachingDB system are using relational 
database model. 
 Assumption 2: there is no difference on the semantic meanings, data types and value 
domain between attributes with the same name in different databases. 
 Assumption 3: all the databases involved in CachingDB will be updated overnight and 
when users asking queries, they could tolerate the inaccuracy of data within one day. 
 Assumption 1 will guarantee the data interoperability, assumption 2 and assumption 3 
will enable data consistency. Assumption 3 is consistent with the needs of the manufacturing 
sector as communicated to us by our industry partners. 
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CHAPTER 3: LITERATURE STUDY 
 According to Han and Kamber, Data Warehouse (DW) systems could provide enterprise 
managers a series of tools to make decisions [7]. It is clear that DW systems are widely used in 
Decision Support Systems (DSS) by integrating information from different data sources and 
consolidating the data into proper format for further analysis. The analysis technology on DW is 
On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP) which could provide decision makers effective tools to 
analyze data from DW. DW and OLAP utilize data cube as multidimensional data model to help 
retrieve data from underlying databases before further analysis. Thus, data cube and the 
associated information retrieval processing methods could be regarded as one of the information 
integration system framework for DSSs. 
 The CachingDB system introduced in this thesis also works with DW and OLAP to find 
DSS query results and helps to perform future information analysis. CachingDB system could be 
regarded as one of substitution of data cube based system framework.  
 In order to measure the performance and feasibility of CachingDB, a study on data cube 
(and other system support DSS queries) related research is necessary. Thus, in this part, a 
comprehensive study on data cube systems and other systems used to solve DSS queries will be 
presented. 
 Gray et al introduced data cube as a relational operator in SQL language in order to 
facilitate many operations appear in data analysis, such as roll up and drill down. They treated 
the involved attributes in analysis as dimensions in N-space data cube, and each point in the data 
cube is aggregated value. The process to calculate data cubes could be seen as the same process 
to calculate the results of aggregations and “group by” operations [8]. The work provided by 
Gray gives one of the earliest work done in introducing data cube as a data model to help solve 
aggregations operations in queries. Detailed information about the syntax, related operators in 
SQL and their usages are introduced in their work, however, Datta and Thomas argued that work 
presented by Gray et al [8] could not provide a “common data operation model” for data cube. 
Thus, they present a general model, which contains the conceptual model and algebra, for data 
cube in OLAP systems [9]. 
 Work introduced above in [8] and [9] and other related research forms the fundamental 
definition, models, and operations about data cubes, however, detailed implementing issues in 
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making use of data cube systems to answering DSS queries are not discussed. Kay introduced 
some advantages and disadvantages in implementing data cubes [10]. In summary, both of the 
two models have the advantage of answering DSS queries quickly (multidimensional model 
based data cube is even faster), but they also both suffers from the disadvantage of taking a lot of 
time to pre-compute the whole structure and huge amount of space in storing the data cube.  
 In order to overcome the issues of time-consuming pre-computing process of data cubes 
and space ineffectiveness to storing them, some researches about partially generalizing data 
cubes to answer queries have been done. Harinarayan et al presented a work of making use of 
Greedy Algorithm (GA) to select an optimal sub set of cells (or views) in data cube to 
materialize (or to compute). One of the main contributions of their work is designing a 
framework called lattice to present hierarchies among dimensions, present queries input from 
users and the order to do view materializing. By making use of lattice, possible data cube 
materializing options could be presented (the candidate data cube materializing options presented 
in lattice is just like a undirected graph used in dynamic programming to present possible 
solution), and then based on space or time cost estimation, GA could be applied to select the 
optimal data cube materialization option [11]. Work presented by Harinarayan et al deals with 
data cube materialization problem, however, how to solve complex queries through the partially 
materialized data cube still need to consider. Dyreson designed incomplete data cube model as a 
federation of cubettes, which is a small sub cube in the original whole data cube, and an 
algorithm to retrieve required data from this incomplete data cube is described. Dyreson’s work 
could be considered as complementary to Harinarayan’s work. Dyreson clearly defined cubettes, 
and indicate that when creating each data cubettes, both eager or lazy or mixed strategy could be 
used (eager strategy is pre-compute the whole data cube before any query execution, lazy 
strategy is not pre-compute any elements in data cubs and fill the cube when the quires are 
processed, and mixed strategy is semi-eager strategy, which means data cube could be partially 
materialized before query execution), and the data structure used to store data cubettes is 
flexible[12]. However, the overlap problem of cubettes will not be considered. After cubettes are 
clearly defined and discussed, an algorithm built on these cubettes as well as the computing cost 
is described and anticipated. If the system fails to give the final results, query transformation and 
partial query results are available to handle the issue. 
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 In addition to the space ineffective issue and data structure building’s consuming process, 
another problem related to data cube also attracts researchers’ notice. This is data cube updating 
issue. Because of the huge amount of space needed to store the whole database, it is not always 
very effective to update the data cube fast. Geffner et al introduce a new method called Dynamic 
Data Cube (DDC) to tackle “range sum queries” in data cube systems and accelerate the data 
cube updating process. The proposed DDC method could provide (log )O d n  computing 
complexity in both query and updating the cube. The “d” here represents the number of 
dimensions in the data cube and “n” denotes the number of distinct values in each dimension. 
Compared to DDC, other methods designed to solve range sum queries such as prefix sum 
approach and relative prefix sum approach have (1)O in performing queries, with ( )O nd and 
( / 2)O nd respectively in updating data cube [13]. 
 Other than data cube approach, Poosala and Ganti provide a statistical histogram based 
method to answer aggregate queries efficiently with tolerable errors in the results. The 
assumption made on this work is that the users of the system want query results come out 
quickly, and small amount of errors are allowed. They summarize original data on the disk to the 
data which could fit into the memory, and due to this reason, the new method could enhance the 
performance of the query process [14]. 
 To sum up, data cube is efficient multidimensional data model to answer DSS queries 
and it is widely used. However, data cube based systems suffers from three problems in 
efficiently providing an effective performance: time-consuming structure pre-computing process, 
huge amount of space requirement to store data cube and slow updating issue. Researchers deal 
with these problems by means of partially computing the data cube systems, finding solutions to 
retrieval information from incomplete data cube or designing new data cube extension systems. 
Although these methods alleviate the severeness of the problems stated above, in practice, these 
issues still exist and could not be solved completely.  
 Additionally, except for data cube systems, which could be viewed as “materialized 
integration” (because it really copy all the underlying data into one place), other information 
integration systems are also widely used these days. For example the “virtual integration” 
mechanism will break down users’ input queries into sub queries and send the sub queries into 
the underlying databases. After the underlying databases return the results, the system will 
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summarize them together to give the final answer. The “virtual integration” could be viewed as a 
mediator transfer the global query into the sub queries and then organize the result for users [15]. 
Because the data warehouse system still perform as the most widely used method in doing 
information integration, here we will not introduce much details of “virtual integration” method. 
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CHAPTER 4: SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
4.1 System Design Idea 
As we have seen in the related work section, people could get the desired results from 
distributed database systems in many ways, such as using data warehouses or virtual integration 
mechanism. Data warehouses utilize data cubes as indexes to store aggregated information that 
might be asked in the future queries; virtual integration mechanism uses a mediator to break 
down global queries into sub queries, send the sub queries into underlying databases and 
organize the returned results from them into the final answer immediately after user input 
queries. 
 However, considering the specific problem in section 2.2 Problem Statement, if the data 
sizes of the underlying databases are huge, those methods might become inefficient. Because 
after data size increases the process to build data cubes will be super time-consuming and space-
consuming, users may not have the data cubes ready when then want to ask queries, and then 
they need to abandon the data warehouse system and find the result by themselves directly from 
huge underlying data sources. Similarly, the time needed to transfer sub queries’ results from 
underlying databases to the mediated system and organize results will also become drastically 
longer, which means if users could not tolerate the time needed to wait for the results. 
4.1.1 Original Idea: Primitive Indexing on Underlying Databases  
 To better solve the problem, we first brought up an idea of prebuilding primitive indexes 
on top of underlying databases according to frequently asked queries.  Here, primitive indexes 
are basic index structures used in relational database management systems, such as B plus trees 
and Hash tables. Additionally, “prebuilding…according to frequently asked queries” means the 
system has already known the queries users will ask, and based on these known queries, the 
system prebuild the indexes specifically to answer these queries (instead of building large 
amount of indexes to answer all the potential queries if the system does not know what queries 
will be asked).  
 In detail, the system will: 
1. First get the users’ frequently asked DSS queries on multiple databases. 
2. Then based on the queries, break it down to sub queries for each database, and get all the 
necessary data from each underlying databases  
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3. Merge the results from each database and then create index structures (such as B plus 
trees and hash tables) from on the results. Here we assume, ideally, the indexes will cover 
all the information of the results, and if there are aggregation computations or other kinds 
of computations among attributes, the computation result will be directly stored in the 
indexes.  
4. Store the index structures on one site (or one database). 
5. Use the indexes on one site to help users answer queries. Because ideally the indexes will 
cover all the information of the results, include the results of aggregation computation or 
any other computation, there is no need to visit underlying databases to get results when 
users ask queries. 
 If we assume there are totally n databases and m different kinds of queries, the following 
Figure 4 shows the process of prebuilding indexes based on frequently asked queries in step 1, 2, 
3 and 4. 
 
Figure 4 the process of prebuilding indexes from frequently asked queries 
 The following Figure 5 shows the process of answering queries input by users, and 
illustrates the process of step 5. 
Sub Queries’ Results 
Sub Queries 
Database 1 Database 2 Database n … 
Index1 Index2 Index m … 
Pre-defined Frequently Asked Queries 
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Figure 5 the process of answering queries by indexes 
 There is a simple example to explain how the above idea works. Assume a furniture shop 
has two databases stores the information about chairs and the associated suppliers. One database 
called “chair database”, there is only one table called “chair_information” in this database. The 
“chair_information” table contains the three attributes: “chair_ID” (primary key), “unit_price” 
and “supplier_name”. The other database is “supplier database”, and there is also one table called 
“supplier_information” in this database. The “supplier_information” table contains three 
attributes “supplier_name” (primary key), “supplier_location” and “contact_information”. We 
could see the two tables from the two databases from Table 1 and Table 2:  
Table 1 the “chair_information” table in “chair database” 
chair_ID unit_price  supplier_name 
Chair1 $50 Green Tree 
Chair2 $30 Beautiful Home 
Chair3 $100 Dream 
Chair4 $60 Green Tree 
Chair5 $80 Red Bird 
 
 
 
Index1 Index2 Index m … 
 Queries Asked by Users 
Queries/Results 
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Table 2 the "supplier_information" table in "supplier database" 
supplier_name supplier_location contact_information 
Green Tree Location 1 #### 
Beautiful Home Location 2 #### 
Dream Location 3 #### 
Red Bird Location 4 #### 
 (Note: all the data in Table 1and Table 2 is randomly generated.) 
 Uses may want to know the price of the most expensive chairs selling in the shop for 
each supplier, together with their contact information and arrange the result by the prices in 
descending order, and users may further narrow the results by the price higher than a specific 
input value “X”. Here we need to notice that the additional filtering conditions with input value 
“X” will make the query not unique if the value of X changes. Thus, instead of calling the above 
user need as “query”, we will call it as one “query type”. All the possible queries in one query 
type will have the same parameter (such as the “X” in the current case). Now we could build a 
system with primitive indexes by following the steps below: 
 First, get the frequently asked query type: “provide the price of the most expensive chairs 
selling in the shop for each supplier, together with their contact information and order the 
result by the prices in descending order, and the most expensive price for each supplier 
might further be higher than an input value ‘X’ input by user”.  
 Second, break down the query by assuming user input “X” does not exist, go to “chair 
database”, and “supplier database” to get the result of the sub queries. Specifically 
speaking, the steps are: 
o Rewrite the original query into two sub queries on the two databases in SQL.  
o For “chair database”, conduct SQL query: “select supplier_name, max 
(unit_price) as max_price from chair_information group by supplier_name order 
by max_price desc;” The result from the “chair database” is showed in Table 3: 
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Table 3 the result of the sub query from "chair database" 
supplier_name max_price  
Dream $100 
Red Bird $80 
Green Tree $60 
Beautiful Home $30 
 
o For “supplier database”, conduct SQL query: “select supplier_name, 
contact_information from supplier_information;” The result from “supplier 
database” is showed in Table 4. 
Table 4 the result of the sub query from "supplier database" 
supplier_name contact_information 
Green Tree #### 
Beautiful Home #### 
Dream #### 
Red Bird #### 
 Merge the results of sub queries and then build indexes on the queries. 
o Merge the result from the sub queries’ results from two databases to get the final 
result on one site. We could merge them by creating two tables for the two results 
sets in one database on one site by using SQL sentence with “supplier_name” as 
join attribute. (Here we will not explain how to store the two result sets as two 
tables in one database in detail and merge them together by using SQL in 
detail.)The result could be seen in Table 5. 
Table 5 the final result of the query 
supplier_name max_price  contact_information 
Dream $100 #### 
Red Bird $80 #### 
Green Tree $60 #### 
Beautiful Home $30 #### 
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o Create indexes that contain all the information of the result in Table 5. Because 
users may want narrow the result in Table 5 by setting “max_price” be higher 
than a specific value “X” input by them, we will build B plus tree with 
“max_price” as key, and “supplier_name” and “contact_information” as values.  
The key-value pairs in the B plus tree nodes will be “100-Dream, ####”, “80-
Read Bird, ####” and so forth.  
 Store the B-plus tree in a system on one site. 
 Answer the users’ queries by going through the B plus tree and let users input the “X” 
value to narrow the results. Here, the created B plus tree could answer queries without 
visiting underlying databases. And because we use B plus tree to store results, it could 
help users get the results faster than visiting results stored in plain tables as Table 5 
shows. 
4.1.2 Modified Idea: Caching Database on Top of Underlying Databases 
 After we have come up with the original idea of prebuilding indexes on top of underlying 
databases, we find there are potential problems in implementing the system. 
 As showed in the step 3 of section 4.1.1, we need to first merge the results of sub queries 
from underlying databases and then create the indexes. Indeed both the indexes and all 
the information needed to answer the query asked by users, thus there will be duplicate 
storage needs for the same result set. In the example showed in section 4.1.1, results in 
Table 5 will first be stored in plain table and then stored in the B plus tree on 
“max_price”, and the data in Table 5 appears twice in merged result table and the B plus 
tree. 
 Different users may want further narrow the queries on different attributes, thus there will 
be needs on multiple B plus trees built on different attributes. In the example showed in 
section 4.1.1, users may want narrow the results by just showing all the contact 
information in starting with a specific area code, and then the B plus tree should use 
“contact_information” as keys. Therefore, the system will have the two B plus trees, the 
one built on “max_price” in Table 5 is for let users narrowing the results on “max_price” 
attribute, and the one built on “contact_information” will let users filtering the results by 
the area code in the phone number. However, both of them contains the values of 
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“max_price”, “contact_information” and “supplier_name”, which means there will also 
be duplicate storage usage for the same result set. 
 To overcome the above two shortcomings of the primitive-index based methods, we 
could directly store the results set in plain table showed in Table 5 in the system. We will let B 
plus tree (or other indexes) contains part of the result sets instead of the whole results. In the 
example showed in section 4.1.1, the B plus tree will store the key-value pairs as “max_price-
supplier_name, contact_information” (such as “100-Dream, ####”), which means the index itself 
covers all the information in the result set. But if we have already have the plain table showed in 
Table 5 stored in the system, we could just store the key-value pairs as: “max_price-
supplier_name” (such as “100-Dream”), here we eliminate the “contact_information” attribute in 
the value. We choose “supplier_name” as value because it is the primary key of the table, and by 
using the primary keys, we could get other attributes we want (such as the “contact_information” 
value). Similarly, if we want to build indexes on “contact_information”, we could just use 
“contact_information-supplier_name” pair as key-value pair to build indexes, and get all the 
other attributes’ information by using the primary key “supplier_name” to get the result. 
 The process of using the improved methods could be stated as: 
1. First get the users’ frequently asked DSS queries on multiple databases. 
2. Then based on the queries, break it down to sub queries for each database, and get the 
results of each sub query from each underlying databases.  
3. Merge the results of sub queries together and store them as tables in a centered database.  
4. For the stored tables containing the query results, build indexes on some of the attributes 
according to users’ query needs. 
5. Use the tables and indexes in the centered database to help users answer queries. 
 If we still assume there are n underlying databases and m different query types, and for 
each query type, users may require different additional filtering conditions, and there might be 
more than one index needed to build on each table. The process of building the tables and 
indexes before conducting queries could be seen in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6 the system with plain tables stored in centered system 
 The process of answering queries could be seen in Figure 7. 
 
Figure 7 the process of answering queries by indexes and result tables for queries 
Sub Queries’ Results 
Sub Queries 
Database 1 Database 2 Database n … 
Index 1 Index 2 
… 
Pre-known Frequently Asked Queries 
Table 1 Table 2 Table m 
… Index k Index 3 
Key-value pair 
Results 
  
 Queries Asked by Users 
Queries/Results 
Index 1 Index 2 
… Table 1 Table 2 Table m 
… Index k Index 3 
Data Request 
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 After we have added the plain tables and associated indexes into the system, we find the 
tables and the indexes are actually stored in a “centered” database on top of the underlying 
databases, and the centered database stores all the necessary results for the queries users will ask. 
This structure is just like storage buffers, or caches in a computer. The centered database acts as 
caches to store the results in a place which could let users access data more quickly and if users 
need data, they do not need go the “disk storage” (underlying database). Thus, we rename the 
improved structure in Figure 6 and Figure 7 as “caching databases system”, and use CachingDB 
for short.  
4.2 System Architecture 
 After we have decided to view the tables and indexes in Figure 6 and Figure 7 as a 
“centered database” on top of underlying databases, and the whole structure as a caching 
databases system (or CachingDB system), the system structure could be viewed in Figure 8.  
 
Figure 8 the system architecture of CachingDB system 
 “Pre-known Frequently Asked Query Types” are query types users may ask. Here query 
types are queries contain parameters which will be input by users (i.e. users may ask please 
provide chairs more expensive than $50 in the example of section 4.1.1.). “Sub Queries” are 
queries broke down from the original global query type with the parameters set to the value that 
Queries 
Results 
Sub Queries’ Results 
Sub Queries 
Database 1 Database 2 Database n … 
Pre-known Frequently Asked Query Types 
Centered Database Users 
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guarantee the most complete result set. Each “Sub Query” is for each database. Databases 
“Database 1” to “Database n” are underlying databases stores large data sets in manufacturing 
companies.  “Sub Queries’ Results” are results returned by each underlying databases. “Centered 
Database” is the database stores all the results for each query type with the parameters set to the 
value which could guarantee the most complete result set. The each result set for each query type 
in Centered Database is stored in one table. Additionally, for each table in “Centered Database”, 
there will be several indexes built on them to enable fast data access time. “Queries” are queries 
belong to the “Pre-known Frequently Asked Query Types” with the parameters input by users. 
“Results” are the results of the “Queries” asked by users. “Users” are the users of the system. 
4.3 System Implementation- Product Information Query System 
4.3.1 System Implementation Overview 
 After we have introduced the idea of CachingDB system framework in section 4.1.2, we 
want to create a real system to test the feasibility of the idea. From Figure 8, we could know the 
main task of the work is to build the centered database in CachingDB system. There are two 
alternative methods to implement the centered database: 
 Build a new database management system, and use the system to create tables, store 
tables and create indexes according to users’ requirements. 
 Utilize existing database management system, and use the system to create tables and 
store tables. The indexes creation will be handled automatically by the systems’ feature, 
we will not control which indexes will build on tables. 
 The first method could enable us to control the process of build indexes on the result 
tables in centered databases. There will be more flexibility for us to create, drop and change 
indexes in centered database according to the queries asked by users. However, the process of 
creating a new database management system is too complex and time consuming. Besides, 
although we have some heuristic ideas in creating indexes, we could not guarantee the indexes 
created are good enough to answer the queries from users.  
 The second method will use existing database management system to create centered 
database. This method only needs us to create result tables in centered database, and the indexes 
will be created by the system automatically. We will not handle any index creation, drop or 
change processes. This method will simplify the process of implementing the CachingDB system 
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framework, but we will lose the flexibility of managing indexes. However, as we have 
mentioned above, since we could not guarantee the indexes created by ourselves could provide 
better performance than the indexes creating by existing database management system, the 
shortcoming of this method might be tolerable in just testing the idea of CachingDB. 
 Thus, we will choose the second method to implement CachingDB framework: using an 
existing database management system to create centered database and manage indexes. 
Furthermore, consider the easiness of implementation, the database management system of the 
centered database and the underlying databases will be chosen as the same software. Here we 
will use PostgreSQL 9.1 to create and manage both underlying databases and centered database.  
 As the purpose of the CachingDB system is to help companies in manufacturing 
industries find results of specific DSS queries from large underlying databases efficiently, and all 
the testing databases chosen are related to product information, we will name the implementation 
of CachingDB system framework simply as “Product Information Query System”. The 
programing language if java. 
 The details of the “Product Information Query System” will be shown in section 4.3.2 
and section 4.3.3. Section 4.3.2 will introduce the project from users’ perspective: how could 
users get their desired data by using “Product Information Query System” interface; section 4.3.3 
introduces the project from engineer and system administrators’ perspective: how could “Product 
Information Query System” run at back-end to enable users find the answers to the specific fixed 
DSS queries they asked.  
4.3.2 System Interface 
 In this section, the details of the user interface design of “Product Information Query 
System” will be introduced.  
 After users opening the “Product Information Query System”, first a window will pop up 
to let users choose a query type. A query type is a series of queries users might ask. For each 
query type, there will be parameters for users to input in order to further specify the query and 
narrow down the results. Here we created three sample query types related to vehicle prototype 
databases in automobile industry to show the system interface. The screenshot and the 
explanation of each the components of the query type choosing interface could be shown in 
Figure 9: 
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Figure 9 query type choosing interface 
 It could be easily found that each query type will require users input some additional 
parameters to further narrow down or arrange the results, e.g. query type 1 “Get all build parts 
that are late by at least “x” days (input by user), and order the results by “y” attribute (user 
selects).” require users input a value “x” as a lower bound of late days to show a subset of the 
result, and choose an attribute “y” to order the result.  
 Users first select a query type from the “the list to choose query type” component in 
Figure 9, then choose the query type they want to ask. Here we use query type “1” as an 
example, and then click on the “OK” button to confirm the choice.  
 After we click “OK” button, a new interface to let users further specify the “x” value and 
the “y” attribute in query type 1 will pop up. The new interface is the main interface of the 
“Product Information Query System”. Figure 10 shows the main interface and the explanation of 
the functions of some main components on the interface for query type 1.  
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Figure 10 the main interface of product information query system 
 Now users could input the “x” value and “y” values in the query type 1 at the 
corresponding positions in Figure 10, and then click on “search” button to see the results. The 
screenshot of the updated results could be seen in Figure 11. Note, here we choose the “5” as “x” 
and “promisequantity” attribute as “y” just for showing the system interface and basic 
functionality. We do not introduce the details of the query type 1 and associated databases.  
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Figure 11 the updated result screenshot for query type 1 
 After users have gotten the results they want to see in Figure 11, they may further want to 
see other information. For example, in Figure 11, we just show the information of three 
attributes: “buildpartid”, “delaydays” and “promisequantity”. If users want see more attributes in 
the result set, they could click on the “customize attributes” button at the right bottom of the 
interface in Figure 11.  
 After click on “customize attributes” button, a new interface pop up to let users add or 
drop the additional attributes they want to see. Figure 12 shows the interface to let user 
customize the attributes they want to see in the result set. The meanings of some important 
components are also explained in Figure 12. 
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Figure 12 customize attributes interface 
 Assume users want to see the attribute “suppliercode” in the result set, they could remove 
the “promisedate” attribute from the right window in Figure 12 by clicking “<<” button, and then 
select “suppliercode” on the left window in Figure 12, then click “>>” button to add it. Then the 
customize attributes interface could be seen in Figure 13. After all the above operations, users 
further need to press “Okay” button to confirm the operation.  
 
Figure 13 the updated customized attributes interface 
 After users click on “Okay”, users will see a new “Product Information Query System” 
main interface with the results having a new attribute “suppliercode” added. The interface will be 
like the one showed in Figure 14. 
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Figure 14 the main interface after customizing attributes 
 If users want to change other query types, users could click on the “change query type” 
button at the left bottom of the interface. Then the system will close the current main interface 
and show the query type choosing interface again to let users choose query type, just as Figure 
15 shows. 
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Figure 15 the query type choosing interface popped up by clicking "change query type" 
 This time we could choose the query type “2”. After clicking the “OK” button, we could 
find the main interface of the “Product Information Query System” shows with a different look, 
as showed in Figure 16. The place for inputting parameters in query type 1 “delay by ‘x’ days” 
changes to “display first ‘x’ most expensive parts”.   
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Figure 16 the main interface for query type 2 
 The difference between the parameter input places on the main interface is caused by 
different query types chosen by users. Different query types will result in different parameter 
input part in the main interface. This function is designed to help users input the parameters more 
clearly according to each query type. 
 If users press “exit” button at the bottom of the interface, the system will close. 
 To sum up, the interfaces of “Product Information Queries System” provide users the 
function of choosing the desired query types, inputting additional parameters to narrow down 
results and customizing attributes showed in the result set. It also shows the current system time 
query execution time and a progress bar for users’ convenience. After implementing the system, 
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we could find the “Product Information Query System” built on CachingDB framework provides 
users a friendly interface with correct answers for query types they choose. 
4.3.3 System Back-end Functions 
 Section 4.3.2 shows “Product Information Query System” could provide decision makers 
user-friendly interfaces to conduct queries. Users just need to input the query types and the 
associated parameters to get the results they need. They do not need to worry about how the 
system convert their input to complex SQL queries to centered databases to get the results, and 
neither did they need to concern about how the centered database get all the information they 
want from many underlying databases. Indeed those details are back-end functions of “Product 
Information Query System”, and they perform key roles in helping users get data. In this section, 
there main back-end functions of “Product Information Query System” will be asked. 
 Creating data in centered database according to each query type. 
 The most important function in CachingDB framework is to create a centered database 
and let the centered database acts as caches to store the results of queries users may ask. Thus the 
most important back-end function of “Product Information Query System” is creating centered 
database data according to each query type. Here are steps for creating the centered database. 
1. Get the query type from users. 
2. Set the parameters in the query type to the value that enable the query could get the most 
complete results. Consider the example showed in section 4.1.1, for query type “get all 
the chairs and the associated suppliers’ contact information with chair price higher than 
‘x’”, we will set the parameter “x” to “0” and transform the original query type to the 
query “get all the chairs and the associated suppliers’ contact information with chair price 
higher than ‘0’”. 
3. Break the query down to the sub queries for each underlying database. In the query type 
specified in the previous step “get all the chairs and the associated suppliers’ contact 
information with chair price higher than ‘0’”, if the chairs and the suppliers are in two 
databases in the previous step, we will break the query down to “get all the chairs with 
price higher than ‘0’ and the suppliers’ names” to one database, and “get the suppliers’ 
names and contact information” to the second database. 
4. Rewrite the sub queries into SQL queries. For the two SQL queries stated in the previous 
step, “get all the chairs with price higher than ‘0’ and the suppliers’ names’ contact 
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information” and “get the suppliers’ names and contact information”, will be changed 
into “select chair_ID, unit_price, supplier_name from chair_information where 
unit_price>=0;” and “ select supplier_name, contact_information from 
supplier_information;”. 
5. Send the sub queries in SQL to the underlying databases, and get the results of sub 
queries back.  
6. For each result returned from each database, create a table to store it in centered database. 
In the current example, we could call the result from the first database as 
“partial_result_table1” and the result from the second database as “partial_result_table2”. 
7. Merge the two tables for the two sub quires’ result into a new table contains the result for 
the original query. We use SQL query “select chair_ID, unit_price, contact_information 
from partial_result_table1 and partial_result_table2 where 
partial_result_table1.supplier_name= partial_result_table2.supplier_name” to  get the 
results from the two partial query results table in the current example and store the final 
result in a table named “result_table”. 
8. Then the “result_table” will be used in centered database for answering future queries 
from users. 
9. We could drop “partial_result_table1” and “partial_result_table2” if we want keep the 
centered database small. 
 Customize interfaces according to selected query type. 
 As we have seen in the section 4.3.1, the system will provide users different main user 
interface details according to the query types users choose. This function will provide users an 
easier way to input queries they want ask. The steps to realize this function are: 
1. Enable users to input the query type they want to ask in the query type choosing interface 
showed in Figure 9. 
2. According to the input query type, set the components on the main interface (Figure 10) 
to desired information, and then show the whole interface. 
 Convert user input into SQL sentences to centered database and get result. 
 After users input the parameters on the main user interface and press “search” button, the 
result will be shown. In this process, the system needs to transfer the users’ input into a SQL 
statement and send the statement to the centered database. The steps to realize this function are: 
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1. Change the user input into a partial SQL statement in the “select” part, “where” part, 
“order by” part or other part. For example, the “unit price is higher than $50” could be 
converted to “unit_price>50” in the “where” part of the SQL. 
2. Merge the partial SQL statement of user input with the original SQL sentences for the 
query type. For example, the above “unit_price>50” will merge with the original SQL 
sentence “select chair_ID, unit_price, contact_information from result_table where 
unit_price>=0;” and become “select chair_ID, unit_price, contact_information from 
result_table where unit_price>=50;” Note, for every query type, there will be a result 
table in the centered database, and an associated SQL query of the query type with the 
parameters set to the value that guarantee the most complete result. 
3. Send the new SQL query to the centered database and update the result. 
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CHAPTER 5: CASE STUDY 
 
 As introduced in section 4.3 , the CachingDB framework has been implemented in java, 
and the project is named as “Product Information Query System”. The “Product Information 
Query System” contains a centered database storing the cached results for each query type and 
several underlying databases having the original data. All the databases are created and managed 
by PostgreSQL 9.1 database management system and interact with the “Product Information 
Query System” by using JDBC. The user interface part utilizes JIDE version 3.3.7 to improve the 
user experience.  
5.1 Vehicle Prototype Databases Case  
 In this part, we will create some databases and queries to test whether the current system 
could provide the results of industry specific fixed DSS queries to users correctly within 
reasonable query execution time. The implemented program created for CachingDB framework 
called “Product Information Query System”. All the databases are stored in one computer and 
all the experiments are conducted on one computer with the following configuration: 
 Operating System: Windows 7 Enterprise System 
 Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 CPU, M 620 @2.67GHz 
 Installed Memory: 4.00 GB 
 System Type:64-bit Operating System 
5.1.1 Sample databases 
 The sample databases to be tested in CachingDB system are related to vehicle prototype 
information in automobile industry. There are totally four databases in the system. 
 Database1: This database contains the information about the vehicle prototype. There 
is one table called VEHICLEPROTOTYPE in the database. The table contains 
attributes such as program name (progname), model year (modelyear), build id (buildid) 
and so forth. 
 Database2: This database contains the information about build part procurement 
information. There is only one table in the database too. The table named 
BUILDPARTPROCUREMENTREQUEST contains attributes build part id 
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(buidpartid), the associated procurement number (procurementrequestnumber), and the 
current quantity (currentquantity) for each part. 
 Database3: This database contains the information about purchase order, and there are 
three tables in this database: PURCHASEORDER, PURCHASEORDERONLINE and 
PURCHASEORDERRATEANDFLOW. They store attributes such as the purchaser 
order number (purchaseordernumber), the unit price (unitprice), the spare quantity 
(sparequantity) and so forth.   
 Database4: This database contains build part information, and there are three tables in 
this database. The three tables contain attributes such as build date (builddate) and so 
forth. 
 Some of the tables in one database or between different databases share common 
attributes and these attributes will be join attributes used later in the queries. 
  Figure 17 shows all the table names and attributes names in each table.   
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Figure 17 sample databases for CachingDB system 
Database1 
•VEHICLEPROTOTYPE 
•progname 
•modelyear 
•protophase 
•buildid 
Database2 
•BUILDPARTPROCUREMENTREQUEST 
•buildpartid 
•procurementrequestnumber 
•prlinenumber 
•currentquantity 
Database3 
•PURCHASEORDER 
•purchaseordernumber 
•purchaseorderamendmentnumber 
•commitdate 
•expeditedflag 
•purchaseordertype 
•suppliercode 
•PURCHASEORDERONLINE 
•purchaseorderonlinenumber 
•purchaseordernumber 
•purchaseorderamendmentnumber 
•procurementrequestnumber 
•prlinenumber 
•unitprice 
•currencycode 
•buildquantity 
•sparequantity 
•PURCHASEORDERRATEANDFLOW 
•purchaseordernumber 
•purchaseorderamendmentnumber 
•promisedate 
•promisequantity 
Database4 
•BLDSCHED 
•bldschedno 
•progname 
•modelyear 
•protophase 
•BUILDDATE 
•buildid 
• levelnumber 
•builddate 
•BUILDPART 
•buildpartid 
•batchname 
•currentquantity 
•unitofmeasure 
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5.1.2 Sample queries 
 There are three sample query types used to test the CachingDB system’s performance on 
vehicle prototype databases. The information of each query type and brief analysis on the 
parameters associated with each query type is presented below.  
1. Get all build parts that are late by at least “x” days (input by user), and order the results 
by “y” attribute (user selects). 
 This query type contains two parameters: value “x” and attribute “y”. Value “x” is the 
late days of the build parts in a vehicle. Late days means the supplier of the build part could not 
deliver the build part on their promise date, and the build part will actually arrive at 
“commitdate”. After checking the original attributes of the underlying databases in Figure 17, we 
find there is no attributes directly store the information of the late days of the product. Instead, 
we have two attributes as “promisedate” and “commitdate”, and use the “promisedate” attribute 
and the “commitdate” attribute, we could calculate the “late days” by using “commitdate” minus 
“promisedate”. Then we store the “delaydays” as the late days in the centered database. Then the 
parameter “x” will be a lower bound on the attribute “delaydays”. Attribute “y” is the attribute 
used to order the result. 
2. Get the “x” most expensive build parts (“x” value input by user). 
 This query contains one parameter “x” to indicate how many results should be returned 
by the system. The price of the parts could be found at the “unitprice” attribute in database3. We 
should first order the result by the “unitprice” attribute and then just show the first “x” records.  
3. Get all the orders contains build parts with spare quantity less than “x” (input by users). 
 This query has one parameter “x”, and this parameter acts as the upper bound of the 
attribute “sparequantity”. 
5.1.3 Experiment results 
 After building the data in centered database for the above three query types in section 
5.1.2, we could run the “Product Information Query System”. The result snapshot for each query 
could be found in Figure 18, Figure 19, and Figure 20. 
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Figure 18 the result of query type 1 
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Figure 19 the result of query type 2 
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Figure 20 the result of query type 3 
 The time needed to answer the three query types is 0.191s, 0.158s and 0.127s. The time is 
very short and could be accepted by most users. 
5.1.4 Discussion 
 The experiments in vehicle prototype databases showed the proposed CachingDB system 
could help users get the results they want from multiple underlying databases correctly and 
within reasonable time. Additionally, the user-friendly interface further helps users in automobile 
industries conduct queries more rapid and easily. 
 However, the data size of the underlying databases of the vehicle prototype databases is 
not big enough to help us tell whether the CachingDB system could provide good performance 
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on large data sets. We still need other experiments to test the performance of the CachingDB 
framework. 
5.2 Large data sets experiments 
 In order to see whether the CachingDB system could provide good performance in large 
data sets, we further created four sample databases with large data sets to test the query 
efficiency of “Product Information Query System”. First we build all the large underlying 
databases and the centered database on one computer to run the experiments, and we call these 
experiments One-Computer Experiments; then we transfer two of the underlying databases to 
another computer and run the experiments on the original computer which has the centered 
database, and we call these experiments Multiple-Computer Experiments.  
 Additionally, for both One-Computer Experiments and Multiple-Computer Experiments, 
we also test the performance of the traditional ad-hoc query breakdown method in answering the 
queries. In the traditional ad-hoc query break down method, system does not know the queries 
before executing the queries. When users ask queries, the system will break the global query into 
sub queries in real time, and send the sub queries to underlying databases in real time, and finally 
integrate the final results from the sub results in real time. This method could also be called 
“virtual integration” method.   
   The configuration of the computer in the One-Computer Experiments is: 
 Operating System: Windows 7 Home Premier System 
 Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 CPU, Q 720 @1.60GHz 
 Installed Memory: 8.00 GB 
 System Type:64-bit Operating System 
 The configuration of the original computer contains the centered database in the 
Multiple-Computer Experiments is: 
 Operating System: Windows 7 Home Premier System 
 Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 CPU, Q 720 @1.60GHz 
 Installed Memory: 8.00 GB 
 System Type:64-bit Operating System 
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 The configuration of the additional computer contains two underlying databases in the 
Multiple-Computer Experiments is: 
 Operating System: Windows 7 Enterprise System 
 Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 CPU, M 620 @2.67GHz 
 Installed Memory: 4.00 GB 
 System Type:64-bit Operating System 
5.2.1 Sample databases 
 No matter in the One-Computer Experiments or in the Multiple-Computer Experiments, 
the sample databases are the same. The brief summary of the four databases are: 
 TestDatabase1: the database stores the information of products and the store selling 
them. There are three tables in this database: productsalesinfo, storeinfo and 
productstoreinfo. 
 TestDatabase2: the database stores the suppliers of the products and the product storage 
information. There are two tables in this database: productstorageinfo and 
productsupplierinfo. 
 TestDatabase3: the database stores the purchase order information. There are three 
tables in the database: purchaseorderinfo, ordershippinginfo and productorderinfo 
 TestDatabase4: the database stores the customer service related information. There are 
two tables in the database: customerserviceinfo and storeserviceinfo. 
 Figure 21 shows the structure of the four test databases. However, because the 
experiments are designed to test the performance, thus some of the databases are very large. The 
details of the attributes will not be introduced in Figure 21. 
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Figure 21 the sample databases to test the performance of CachingDB system 
5.2.2 Sample queries 
 There are totally six sample queries built on the test databases. All the six queries are 
designed to test the system performance, so they might be not reasonable in the real cases. Thus, 
we just list the six sample queries without explaining much about the meanings of them. Indeed, 
we could find that the queries are not the “query types” occurs in the vehicle prototype 
experiments, the queries here do not contain parameters. But they are enough to show the system 
performance. 
 Query type 1: Get all the products with the stores having them in storage and the stores’ 
contact information together with suppliers’ information. 
 Query type 2: Get all the products in color navy with the stores having them in storage 
and the stores’ contact information together with suppliers’ information. 
 Query type 3: Get all the products in color navy and size “XS” with the stores having 
them in storage and the stores’ contact information together with suppliers’ information. 
 Query type 4: Get all the products in color navy and size “XS” with first 50 stores having 
them in storage and the stores’ contact information together with suppliers’ information. 
 Query type 5: Get all the products in color navy and size “XS” with first 10 stores having 
them in storage and the stores’ contact information together with suppliers’ information. 
TestDatabase1 
•productstoreinfo 
•storeinfo 
•productsalesinfo 
TestDatabase2 
•productsupplierinfo 
•productstorageinfo 
TestDatabase3 
•purchaseorderinfo 
•ordershippinginfo 
•productorderinfo 
TestDatabase4 
•customerserviceinfo 
•storeserviceinfo 
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 Query type 6: Get all the products in color navy and size “XS” with first 5 stores having 
them in storage and the stores’ contact information together with suppliers’ information. 
5.2.3 Experimental results 
 One-Computer Experiments 
 For One-Computer Experiments, we totally did five experiments. All the five 
experiments are on the same four test databases introduced in section 5.1.1 and the six queries in 
section 5.2.2. The difference between the five experiments is that each experiments use different 
data sizes for the four databases. We could find the data size for different experiments in Table 6. 
Table 6 the data size of the four experiments 
Experiment Total data size of the four databases 
 (total number of data records) 
Experiment 1 1,021,218 
Experiment2 561,218 
Experiment3 121,218 
Experiment4 61,718 
Experiment5 31,218 
 Additionally, for each experiment, the size of the result returned by each query type is 
different. The detailed size could be seen in Table 7.  
Table 7 the size of the result returned by each query type 
Query  
type 
Experiment1 Experiment2 Experiment3 Experiment3 Experiment4 Experiment5 
type1 1,000,000 500,000 100,000 50,000 10,000 5,000 
type2 500,000 250,000 50,000 25,000 5,000 2,500 
type3 100,000 50,000 10,000 5,000 1,000 500 
type4 50,000 25,000 5,000 2,500  500  250 
type5 10,000 5,000 1,000 500 250 50 
type6 5,000 2,500 500 250 50 25 
 For each experiment, the time to get the results for each query type in CachingDB system 
could be shown in Table 8. 
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Table 8 the query execution time for each query type in each experiment in CachingDB system (unit: s) 
Query Type Experiment1 Experiment2 Experiment3 Experiment4 Experiment5 
Query type1 4.939 2.528 0.964 0.514 0.26 
Query type2 2.439 1.595 0.499 0.195 0.118 
Query type3 0.512 0.676 0.227 0.178 0.116 
Query type4 0.268 0.154 0.189 0.189 0.095 
Query type5 0.154 0.132 0.092 0.186 0.103 
Query type6 0.086 0.095 0.102 0.174 0.097 
 As we have mentioned above, we also test the query performance of the traditional ad-
hoc query break down method, or the “virtual integration” method. The performance of the 
“virtual integration” method could be shown in Table 9. 
Table 9 the query execution time for each query type in virtual integration method (unit: s) 
Query Type Experiment1 Experiment2 Experiment3 Experiment4 Experiment5 
Query type1 2057.196 1036.084 206.762 108.07 24.282 
Query type2 2054.335 1034.369 206.441 107.866 24.285 
Query type3 2052.554 1033.501 205.746 107.826 24.252 
Query type4 2051.782 1033.175 205.664 107.783 24.255 
Query type5 2051.371 1033.03 205.675 107.675 24.124 
Query type6 2051.277 1032.969 205.669 107.639 24.134 
 
 Multiple-Computer Experiments 
 There are also five experiments in the Multiple-Computer Experiments part. All the data 
sizes of the test database and the result of the query types are the same with the One-Computer 
Experiments part. We could find it in Table 6 and Table 7. 
 The query execution time for the CachingDB system on two computers could be seen in 
Table 10. 
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Table 10 the query execution time for each query type in each experiment in CachingDB system (unit: s): two computers 
Query Type Experiment1 Experiment2 Experiment3 Experiment4 Experiment5 
Query type1 7.15 5.397 1.271 0.906 0.34 
Query type2 4.57 2.034 0.596 0.444 0.312 
Query type3 0.94 0.591 0.349 0.32 0.29 
Query type4 0.63 0.434 0.319 0.307 0.28 
Query type5 0.34 0.3 0.29 0.279 0.27 
Query type6 0.3 0.287 0.283 0.287 0.27 
 Similarly, we also test the performance of the “virtual integration” method in Multiple-
Computer Experiments. The performance of the “virtual integration” method on two computers 
could be shown in Table 11. 
Table 11 the query execution time for each query type in virtual integration method (unit: s): two computers 
Query Type Experiment1 Experiment2 Experiment3 Experiment4 Experiment5 
Query type1 3205.459 1248.903 239.498 118.915 26.207 
Query type2 3204.734 1247.881 239.105 118.639 26.183 
Query type3 3197.782 1244.904 238.86 118.527 26.137 
Query type4 3196.784 1244.394 238.771 118.477 26.122 
Query type5 3195.754 1243.92 238.652 118.453 26.11 
Query type6 3195.71 1243.873 238.652 118.441 26.098 
5.2.4 Discussion 
 First, from the experiments result of the CachingDB system on large data sets on both 
One-Computer Experiments part and Multiple-Computer Experiments part (the result of the 
experiments could be seen in Table 8 and Table 10), we could find that even the data set is super 
large, the CachingDB system could provide users the results of query types in several seconds. 
For example, in Experiment 1, when the test data size is 1,021,218 and the result data size for 
query type 1 is 1,000,000, we could get the target data for users by using CachingDB systems in 
4.939 and 7.15 seconds for experiment on one computer and two computers respectively. 
 Second, from the experiments conducted by using “virtual integration” method, the time 
to conduct queries will dramatically increase when the data size is large. The longest time for the 
largest data set experiments in One-Computer Experiments part is 2057.169s, which is about 24 
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minutes and the longest time for the largest data set experiments in the Multiple-Computer 
Experiments part is 3205.459s, which is about 53minutes. 
 It is obvious that the CachingDB method could provide users good query retrieval 
performance compared with traditional “virtual integration” method when the data set is large. 
And the improvement of the efficiency will be more than 99% on large data sets.  
 The reason that CachingDB system could shrink the data execution time dramatically is 
CachingDB has already known the queries users will ask and get the results to the centered 
database in advance before users input queries. The data preparation for centered database has 
covered all the time-consuming operations in answering queries from multiple underlying 
databases, such as queries break down, join operations between large tables and large data 
transformation to the centered site. However, the traditional “virtual integration” method will do 
all the query break down, join operations and data transformation in when after users input 
queries and not store the result in the centered system. This mechanism will need the system to 
retrieve the similar data set for the same query type again and again if users keep on asking the 
same query type. 
 Additionally, query execution time needed in Multiple-Computer Experiments is longer 
than that in the One-Computer Experiments in every situation for “virtual integration” method. 
Because the data transforming time in databases on multiple computers is longer than the data 
transforming time between databases on one computer.  The query execution time needed in 
Multiple-Computer Experiments is also slightly longer than the One-Computer Experiments in 
every situation for CachingDB system. Indeed there should not be much difference. The reason 
for the difference is in the Multiple-Computer Experiment case, the centered database need to 
connect to another computer, therefore the PostgreSQL system need to open a thread to listen to 
the request from other computer. So when the CachingDB system want to connect to centered 
database and get the result, the centered database may not respond as fast as that in the one-
computer case.  
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION 
 
6.1 Summary 
 This paper introduced a new information integration framework called CachingDB for 
integrating information from different database sources. The CachingDB system could be viewed 
as two-level DBMS, and especially when the involved data is in the relational database model, 
CachingDB is a two-level RDBMS. CachingDB makes use of pre-built data structure to shrink 
the time needed to answer the global queries. Additionally, because the pre-built structures are 
not complex and huge compared with Data Cube system, CachingDB could potentially have 
more efficient information retrieval performance. 
 There are two ways to implement CachingDB. First is design each component of 
CachingDB system, and the second is making use of existing RDBMSs. In the first method, all 
the components for the CachingDB system are needed to be designed and implemented, and the 
pre-building structures are indexes. In the second method, all the component of CachingDB 
system will make use of some existing database management system, and the pre-building 
structures are tables. Although we did not build indexes explicitly in the second method, the 
indexes needed to answer the query will be built by the used DBMS. We implement CachingDB 
in the second method and use two kinds of databases to test whether the system could answer 
them correctly and efficiently. In the vehicle prototype databases, the results of the three query 
types showed that the CachingDB system could answer queries correctively and provide users 
friendly interface to specify the industry specific DSS queries. In the large sample databases for 
testing the system performance, the experiments shows that And for from the experiments 
conducted on the second method-based system, we find the CachingDB framework have better 
performance compared to the run-time query processing information integration system on 
“virtual integration” mechanism. 
 Furthermore, even though we did compare the CachingDB framework’s performance 
with database warehouse system, we could claim that the process of creating centered databases 
in CachingDB framework would be much simpler than data warehouse system when data set I 
large. Because the in data warehouse systems, data cubes are multi-dimensional (more than three 
dimensions) structures, and the time needed to prepare it will at least in cubic growth with the 
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data size increasing. But for CachingDB system, there time needed to prepare the centered 
database will grow linearly as the data size increases. 
6.2 Contributions 
 The work presented in this paper could be summarized as the following points: 
1. The presented approach first utilizes the index-based (or CachingDB system) structure to 
facilitate decision support query retrieval speed in vehicle industry, and it is the first time 
this idea is applied in this domain to answer specific queries. 
2. The presented CachingDB system could prevent ad-hoc data transforming time in 
answering users’ queries and therefore improve the query efficiency drastically compared 
to traditional “virtual integration” method, and the larger the data set is, the higher the 
efficiency improvement will be. 
3. The CachingDB system just “caches” desired data in centered site and this will save users 
time and space for creating data cubes. 
4. The CachingDB system will not require users have any knowledge of underlying 
structure of distributed databases. 
5. The CachingDB system will present a user-friendly interface for inputting queries 
without specific structured query language knowledge. 
6.3 Future work 
 The future work to be continued could be summarized as: 
Expand the system to let it involve other data types in underlying databases and relational 
1. Based on the assumption that the CachingDB only works on relational databases, the 
future work will be enable the CachingDB system interact with other type of databases, 
such as object-oriented databases, multimedia databases and so forth. 
2. Based on the assumption that the underlying databases in CachingDB do not contain the 
attributes with different semantic meanings, data types of same attribute name across 
databases, we could further remove this assumption and try to enable CachingDB system 
works with multiple data inconsistency occasions. 
3. Based on the assumption that all the databases (include underlying databases and 
centered database) in CachingDB will be updated overnight, we could come up with 
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more intelligent database updating mechanism to let the system only update the data 
changed in the underlying databases. 
4. Now the system just provide user interface to ordinary users, but not provide interfaces 
for database administrator to add queries and create tables in centered database. If uses 
want to do these things, they need to edit the original codes of the program and the data 
files. We need to provide them an interface to accomplish these procedures. 
5. The system not acquire frequently asked queries directly from users, however, in the 
future we could try to use some machine learning mechanism to make this process 
automatically executed. 
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